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30 min. Open Discussion

• Visualization Technology and trends
– Choosing, developing and using

• Representation of domain knowledge
– Conceptualization, misconceptualization

• Implementation in various contexts
– schools, museums, web, games

• Role and methods of Assessment 
– Technology, representation, implementation.
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Visualization in Science and 
Education 2009

Revealing Nature, 
Generating Insight

Gordon Research Conference

The 2009 Gordon Conference on 
Visualization in Science and Education, the 
pre-Conference Workshops, and the 
Visionary Grants have received major funding 
from the National Science Foundation 
(USA).



2009 Organization
– Co-Chairs 

• Shaaron Ainsworth (Learning Sciences)
• Arthur Olson (Molecular Modeling and Visualization)

– Program Committee:
• Ghislain Deslongchamps (Chemistry) 2011 Co-Chair
• Elizabeth Dorland (Chemistry) 2011 Co-Chair
• Mike Stieff  (Learning Sciences)
• Martin Storksdieck (Informal Learning)
• Pat Hanrahan (Computer Graphics)
• Lena Tibell (Science Education) 
• Donna Cox (Scientific and Information Visualization)



Vis GRC-2009 Venue
– Alternate between U.S. and E.U.
– Enable broad multi-disciplinary 

international participation
– GRC July 23-27, 2009
– Magdalen College, Oxford University

– Next GRC- Viz Conference
– July 10-15, 2011
– Bryant College, Rhode Island



Goals
• Present cutting edge work on all aspects of 

Scientific Visualization
• Promote genuine interdisplinary discussion and 

progress through exploration of day long themes 
that cross many disciplinary boundaries

• Encourage new members of the community to 
interact and engage with old hands



2009 Program Themes

• Uncertainty and Ambiguity
• Creativity and Discovery
• Dynamism and Interactivity
• Simplicity and Complexity
• Diversity and Multiplicity



Activities Beyond the Conference  
-- Workshops

• Assessment (Stieff, Ainsworth, Geelan, Storksdieck)
– Support novice evaluators in the development of concrete 

evaluation plans. Quantitative and qualitative methods and in 
formal and informal contexts. Mix of lectures, small group work and 
“show and tell”

• Approaches to Designing Effective Visualizations (Tversky, 
Hanrahan, Frankel)
– offer a combination of hands-on design experience with talks on 

perception and meaning of visualizations, on graphic tools for 
creating them, and on ways to improve them. Workshop leaders 
are a science photographer/educator, a computer scientist 
specializing in graphics, and a cognitive scientist. 

Two 2-day pre-conference workshops  -- 16 participants each



Activities Beyond the Conference  -- 
Visionary Grants

Conference participants were invited to apply for five NSF Visionary 
Grants of a maximum of $6000 each that would seed new 
interdisciplinary research on Visualization in Science and Education. 

• In Search of Best Methods to Illustrate Complex Information 
– Goodsell, Johnson, Kramer, Tibell

• Visualizing Protein Interactions & Dynamics:Evolving a Visual Language for 
Molecular Animation

– McGill, Jenkinson
• Explaining Diagrams (a short film)

– Nickerson, Chou, Nisselson
• Assessing the Impact of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) on Students’ 

Spatial Thinking Skills
– Kolvoord, Sorby, Charles

• Constructing an Immersive and Interactive Virtual Experience for Biology 
Students: Linking Second-Life and the Gene-to-Protein Viewer

– Clase, Halverson, Heyden



Conference Evaluation
• 137 Attendees
• Male/Female ratio: 

52.4%/47.6%
• 93.4% Response rate
• 89% Above average 

on all areas (science, 
discussion, management, 
atmosphere, suitability

• Rated High-performing
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Augmented Reality Demo

Movies and Demos are not available in 
this version of the presentation.  You can 
access videos of the demos and movies at 
http://www.youtube.com/arthurolson



1900-1950 X-ray crystallography: 
Molecular structure made visible

•Von Laue -- x-ray diffraction
•the Braggs -- molecular structure
•Linus Pauling  -- structural chemistry



1953 Seeing the Unseen -- 
Data and Model

Diffraction to architecture

Biology with atomic detail

Model as analogue computer

Exploring possibilities “without 
reason”

Data Insight

R. Franklin J. Watson & F. Crick



Learning spatial concepts for 
Modern Molecular Biology

• Molecular concepts of growing importance in 
High School Biology

• Biological structures are complex
• Spatial relationships and reasoning are 

difficult
• Mouse and Keyboard are limiting
• Images and Computer Graphics may not 

convey the whole picture



The Human Interface 
From GUI to TUI

• Technical and Social Trends
– Video Games, iPhone, Wii -- direct, “real-time” 

interaction is key
– Computers in everything
– Video (cameras and displays) everywhere
– Autofabrication and customization

• Technical Goal:  custom, natural computer 
interfaces for exploration and learning
– Designed for the user and the task at hand



Self-assembling poliovirus model

Movies and Demos are not available in 
this version of the presentation.  You can 
access videos of the demos and movies at 
http://www.youtube.com/arthurolson





Computer-assisted construction 
of Paper models

 

Movies and Demos are not available in 
this version of the presentation.  You can 
access videos of the demos and movies 
at http://www.youtube.com/arthurolson



What are the differences between 
3D virtual models and material 
models of the same molecular 
structures?



Material Models are Perceptually 
Integrative

• Engage multiple senses
– Visual -- unambiguous 

shape, texture
– Tactile  -- “near-field” 

haptics
– Proprioceptive -- body 

awareness
• Provide perceptual 

coherency



Material Models provide an enhanced 
Cognitive Substrate for Understanding

• Intuitively Intelligible
– Natural spatial representation 

(3D, 4D) 
– Both Articulatory and Semantic 

Directness
• Contextual

– Automatic focus within spatial 
context

• Manipulability
– Pre-attentive activity
– Muscle memory
– Physical Embodiment of process



Material Models facilitate Analogical 
and Metaphorical Exploration

• Physically represent attributes 
and constraints

• Provide a material space to 
explore possibilities without 
reason -- “serious play”

• Serve in analogue computation
• Foster “re-cognition” - for 

generation of new narratives 
and hypotheses



Material models promote 
Social Cognition

• Persistent objects
– Provide social continuity
– Promote discussion

• Provide a shared focus
– Exist in the same physical 

space
– Exist as a shared 

experience
– Material interaction as a 

social activity
• Instant feedback -- peer 

to peer teaching



Protein Backbone- “LEGOS”

Movies and Demos are not available in 
this version of the presentation.  You can 
access videos of the demos and movies 
at http://www.youtube.com/arthurolson



Teaching Protein Structure and 
Folding

• Translation of Linear information to 3D 
structure and function

• Of fundamental importance in understanding 
of modern biology 

• Subject Requires spatial thinking and 
understanding

• Difficult to get fundamental ideas across with 
text and diagrams



Protein Folding 
Practical at TSRI
• Ongoing for 4 years
• Physical Problem Solving -- allow 

mistakes to happen and be recognized
• Build up from simple to complex
• Immediate Feedback - renders 

knowledge explicitly
• Students teaching students
• Strong positive reaction from students



At what age can we foster interest and 
understanding of these concepts?

3 years old?
10 years old?

20 years old?



What about computation 
and information retrieval?

Physical Models are powerful but …



Blending physical and computational 
molecular models via Augmented Reality

• combine analogue , digital 
representations

• Intuitive interaction -- object 
manipulation

• Technologies
– tracking -- viewpoint, object, 

lighting
– display -- head-mount, 

projection
– shared-space collaboration
– embedded sensors, lights, 

computers



Design-based research Project

• a cycle of design, implementation, evaluation and 
revision in developing innovative materials and 
pedagogical approaches that utilize emerging cyber- 
technologies.

• this research will follow a procedure of co-design of 
technology and pedagogy to ensure that plans for 
teachers’ professional development and lessons for 
students using the toolkit are developed in an 
integrated fashion.



Research Questions
• In what distinctive ways do the use of tangible 

interfaces support spatial learning about 
molecular structures? 

• How do professional development activities 
support the involvement of teachers as co- 
designers in tangible interfaces and pedagogy 
in order to enrich biology education for all 
students?
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